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At LeEco, we don’t stop at products. We build ecosystems 

and fuse them together into a seamless user experience that 

fits in perfectly with any lifestyle. Our eui, or Ecosystem User 

Interface, has made it possible to keep entertainment front 

and center while bridging the gaps between your devices.

We are a leading global technology company that provides 

breakthrough experiences through an open, integrated 

ecosystem of streaming content, platforms and smart 

devices. LeEco opens new opportunities for consumers 

by offering a jaw-dropping array of next-generation tech 

and content spanning ecophones, ecotvs, sports, film, live 

entertainment and connected mobility.

Inside each of our TVs resides a world of entertainment unlike 

anything you’ve experienced. Every carefully engineered 

element works in perfect tandem as you enjoy your favorite 

selections over an intuitive Android TV™ interface. Cast 

content from your phone to TV. Search for entertainment 

in seconds with voice commands. 

Our uMax85 features seven feet of pure entertainment 

on the big screen — it’s a revolutionary in-home cinema. 

Shows, movies, games and more come to life across an 

Ultra HD display of more than 8 million pixels, with action 

splashing across your screen in the breathtaking clarity of 

Fluid Motion 1920 and a Full Array LED Backlight with 448 

Active Zones of local dimming. With apps built to suit your 

interests, seamless connectivity to other devices and full-

bodied digital acoustics with a symphony of rich sound by 

Harman Kardon®, your LeEco TV is here to change the way 

entertainment is experienced. 

As you use this guide, remember to reach out to LeEco and 

share what you think. Navigate to the Feedback app from 

your home screen and tell us what’s on your mind. It more 

than matters — it’s what makes us who we are. Get to know 

LeEco, and you’ll find that the common denominator among 

all of your amazing experiences remains the same: you.

So tune in. Your LeEco journey is about to begin.

Welcome to a movement that 
is changing the way the world 
experiences technology.
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Television Without Limits  
The pinnacle of in-home cinema that is every sports fan 
and movie lover’s dream come true, and the definition of 
television without limits, our uMax85 ecotv immerses you 
in 85 inches of life-sized entertainment that fills the senses. 
You won’t be able to take your eyes off of this class-lead-
ing visual wonder. Enjoy an unprecedented kaleidoscope 
of streaming movies, shows, TV channels and more with 
LeEco’s ecosystem user interface (eui), the soul of your 
connected ecotv experience. 

Summary
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Display • Processing • Graphics • Design • Audio • Voice Search • Connectivity

Premium Features
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Watch action splash across your screen in breathtaking clarity and precision 
with Fluid Motion 1920, along with technology supporting High Dynamic Range 
(HDR) and Dolby Vision™ for heightened contrast, brightness and a more vivid 
color range  — even with ambient glare in the room.

Backlight sensors automatically modulate based on your content, so your  
ecotv will adjust accordingly. Featuring a category-leading 448 local dimming 
zones, dynamic brightness, the uMax85 is engineered for radiant images and 
beautiful contrast. Plus, HDMI 2.0 with HDCP 2.2 is built in for optimal 4K video.

Tip: 
To use adaptive contrast and dynamic backlighting, navigate from the home screen and select your 
preferences at: System Settings > Picture > Mode settings

Bright, brilliant display 
4K Ultra HD
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Premium Features
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Launch your ecotv journey with the speed and efficiency of a 64-bit processor, 
featuring ARM® Cortex®-A72 and A53 dual cores. This enables you to watch 
the highest resolution content and play high-frame games without blurring or 
dropped frames. 

Wiith a reliable, uninterrupted connection, you’ll enjoy optimal streaming on 
your TV, along with excellent range with dual-band Wi-Fi 802.11b/g/n/ac. You’ll 
open apps at lightning speed and watch your action-packed entertainment in 
HD and 4K with unbeatable clarity.

Don’t forget:  
Your TV is equipped with two USB 3.0 ports (and one 2.0 port), along with 64 GB  
of storage, so you can download and store more content and media.

Powerful processing and incredible speed 
1.7 GHz Multi-Core CPU

Premium Features
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Packing a Multi-Core GPU enabling a rate of up to 60 FPS, your ecotv brings richness 
and clarity to games and entertainment. When combined with speedy processing and 
four times the resolution of full HD, these features make for extraordinary viewing.

Rich, crisp graphics for action-packed gaming  
Multi-Core GPU
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Premium Features
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Innovative design for life-sized entertainment
Sleek, brushed metal

With its ultra-slim design, high-quality finish and silver bezel frame, this ecotv perfectly 
complements any space. A simple and intuitive remote control features shortcuts to 
popular destinations, such as Netflix and the Le media library. With a 13.5mm thin frame, 
its sleek, refined design is the perfect addition to any room and lifestyle.

Premium Features
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Ecotvs feature Dolby Digital Plus™ for advanced audio processing, guaranteeing full-bodied 
digital acoustics and a symphony of rich, exceptional sound by Harman/Kardon® — boosting 
the experience with unmatched excellence. 

Cinematic, enveloping sound 
Dolby Digital Plus™

Tip: 
Premium surround sound is built in, but if you’ll be amplifying with your own 5.1 speaker system, be sure to 
take advantage of pass-through capability for consistently authentic audio. Connect external components 
(such as Blu-ray™ or set-top box) to your TV using HDMI 2.0. Next, connect your TV to a receiver via the 
ARC HDMI port. You’re all set!
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Ecosystem User Interface 

Le: Stop in. Stay a while.  
Grab the popcorn and kick back with your complete 
media library. Your gateway to LeEco’s full, unpar-
alleled library of streaming content, Le aggregates 
our signature entertainment.

LIVE: Tap, and you’ve arrived. 
A revolutionary TV viewing experience, LIVE 
serves up a 3x3 tiled mosaic of hand-picked, 
simultaneously-streaming entertainment.

eui is your Ecosystem User Interface connecting all LeEco devices into a revolutionary 
and seamless entertainment experience. 

From ecophones to cars and everything in between: power on, and you’re there.  
An unprecedented kaleidoscope of streaming movies, shows, TV channels and more, 
eui features a collection of apps tailored to you. Your ecotv is more than hardware  

— it’s an experience.

Apps and entertainment
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Your voice, your commands
Google Voice Search™

Plus:
Turn up the beat with Pandora® radio
Find your favorite apps on the Google Play™ store
Sync devices using Bluetooth® wireless technology

Search through thousands of movies and shows with the press of a button — just 
navigate to the Google Voice Search™ icon at the top left from the home screen. You 
can also use the microphone shortcut button on your remote control. Simply press the 
button and speak a command. For example, you might say the name of your favorite 
actor, or “Show me action movies” for a smart list of related entertainment. Finding 
what you want to watch has never been simpler.
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Cast your entertainment 

Cast entertainment from smartphone to TV, instantly switch from phone to TV using 
built-in Google Cast™. To get started, download any Google Cast-enabled app on 
your phone. Sync your TV and phone to the same wireless network, and press the 
Cast button on your phone. Now, select your TV from the list. Entertainment will 
launch on your TV.

With a reliable, uninterrupted connection, you’ll  enjoy optimal streaming on your TV, 
along with excellent range with dual-band Wi-Fi 802.11b/g/n/ac. You’ll open apps at 
lightning speed and watch your action-packed entertainment in Full HD & 4K with 
unbeatable clarity.
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2016 TV Lineup
A full array of 4K televisions featuring sound by Harmon Kardon® & Dolby Vision™ 

uMax85:  
The ultimate 4K in-home cinema experience

Super4 X Series:  
Outstanding features & best value

Super4 X43 Pro Super4 X55 Super4 X65 uMax85



uMax85 specs
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D85XUCNN

815493020585

Features

Audio

Connectivity

Design

Packaging
Standard

Model

Size

Resolution

Processor

OS 

CPU

GPU 

HDR

Flash Memory

Backlight Type

Fluid Motion 

3D 

USB 

HDMI 

Bluetooth

WiFi 

Audio Processing

Speaker Output

TV Thickness (min)

VESA Compatible 

Packing Size

Gross Weight

85" (84.5" diag.)

           3840x2160

Cortex A72x2 + A53x2 1.7 GHz

Multi-Core Mali-T820

  + HDR 10

64GB

LED Full Array with 448 zones

1920

Yes

3.0 x2 / 2.0 x1

HDMI 2.0 x3

                  4.1

Dual-Band 802.11 b/g/n/ac 

2.36" (6cm)

15.7

70"x44.65"x7.7"

250.67 lbs

Android™ Software Marshmallow 6.0 

Energy Star Certified Yes

"x15.7" (400x400mm)

Product Model

UPC Code

10W x2 Sound by Harmon Kardon®
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Join the LeEco movement
Take advantage of exclusive entertainment and special programming once you’re a member. 

Where to find our products
Here is a glimpse of our expanding global presence. We offer an entire lineup of accessories to 
complement your ecotv experience. Visit LeMall.com today to explore.

Need help or want to share feedback? 
As part of our customer-centric approach, we’ve incorporated a direct line to our experts who can 
help you out with troubleshooting and listen to your thoughts on our products. Simply navigate to the 
Feedback app from your home screen and tell us what’s on your mind.
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2
Your feedback through 
trials, apps and events

Suggestions routed to 
user experience center

Your ideas come alive in 
new product releases

1

2

Feedback explored and 
engineered into products

3

4

UP2U: You are the cornerstone of all we create 

Our User-Planning-To-User (UP2U) model puts you at the center of LeEco product 
innovations through special events, product testing, first-looks and more. With our 
seven-part ecosystem and an innovative interface that runs as deep as our DNA, we’re 
nowhere near complete unless we’ve included the most important piece of the puzzle 
— you, the heartbeat, the user. 
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LeEco warrants the included hardware product and accessories 
against defects in materials and workmanship for ONE (1) YEAR 
from the original retail purchase. LeEco does not warrant against 
normal wear and tear, damage caused by accident or abuse or dam-
age resulting from improper charging. This warranty is valid only in 
the country in which the product is purchased. For service, contact 
us at 1-855-665-3326. Shipping charges may apply. You may be re-
quired to provide proof of purchase in submission of your warranty 
claim. If you submit a valid claim under this warranty, LeEco will at 
its option repair your device or replace it with a new or refurbished 
device subject to the full terms and conditions of the warranty at 
www.lemall.com/us/warranty and any applicable service policies 
at www.lemall.com. This warranty is in addition to rights provided 
under local consumer laws

Warranty

LeEco, Super4 X43 Pro, Super4 X55, and Super4 X65 are marks 
or registered trademarks of LeEco or its affiliates. Other names, 
trademarks or logos are the marks or registered trademarks of their 
respective holders.

 • Pay special attention to sharp edges, uneven surfaces and 
metal parts when unpacking the product to avoid any poten-
tial physical injury. 

 • Do not disassemble this product. Doing so may result in fire 
or other damage to the product. 

 • Do not clean this product with harsh chemicals.

This device should not be submerged in liquids or subjected to ex-
cessive moisture, dust, dirt, sand, shock, vibration or other extreme 
environmental conditions.

Warming is normal during use. Cease operation if the device seems 
becomes hot and allow the device to cool before resuming use

Do not disassemble, modify, attempt to repair, change the battery 
or use the device with unapproved accessories as this may result in 
damage to or destruction of the device and will void the warranty.

Keep the device clean and dry. Do not use the device if it is wet.

Lithium-ion batteries are volatile and may burn or explode with 
improper use. Do not expose the device to fire or other sources of 
extreme heat.

Avoid contact with any liquid seeping from the battery. If contact 
occurs, thoroughly rinse the affected area with clean water.

Although every precaution has been taken, there is no guarantee 

that interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this 
device does cause harmful interference to radio or television recep-
tion, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and 
on, you are encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or 
more of the following measures:

• Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.

• Increase the separation between the device and receiver.

• Connect the device into an outlet on a circuit different from 
that to which the receiver is connected.

• Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician  
for help.

This device may emit radio waves that can affect operation of 
nearby electronics including, but not limited to, cardiac pacemakers, 
hearing aids or other medical devices. Consult your physician if you 
have questions about your personal use and obey all posted signs 
when using this device in medical facilities or other public location. 

WARNING: Do not use in situations where failure to hear sounds 
in your environment could be dangerous. Volume in excess of 85 
decibels and for extended periods of time may cause permanent 
hearing damage. Failure to follow warnings may result in electric 
shock, fire, property damage, bodily injury, or death. Dispose of the 
device and accessories in accordance with national and local envi-
ronmental protection regulations 

“SHOWTIME app subscription is required to access SHO content 
across any LeEco device. SHOWTIME is a registered trademark of 
Showtime networks Inc., a CBS Company. Ray Donovan © Show-
time Networks Inc. All rights reserved.”.

Disclaimers




